
SPACE POLICE  

AN ALL CAMP GAME FROM THE SUMMER CAMP SOCIETY 

GAME PLAY 
MARTIAL LAW 
On the colonized planet Endar three factions have grown. The Space Police have moved into 
restore order, but the factions are unhappy with the living conditions and looking for a way 
off the planet or at least to become free. 

Objective:  
To become free. One way to do this you must obtain 30 space bucks (frisbees) to pay the 
Space Police transit costs to another world, and 30 pieces of food (tennis balls) to survive the 
journey.  

Description: 
There are 3 communities living in different quadrants. Like capture the flag, community 
members are permitted to enter other quadrants to take resources from other groups (1 
resource at a time). When venturing into another quadrant, you risks getting tagged. You 
can only tag when in your own quadrant. 

If your flag is pulled: 
Go to jail. In jail you will be allowed to leave after demonstrating your value to the colony. 
(Doing silly tasks.) 

In each quadrant, there will be a bin for food (tennis balls), and space bucks (frisbees). Each 
resource must be kept in a different hoop, and players must stay 10 feet away from them. 

Getting resources: 
Resources to begin the game will be scattered in the playing area. You may retrieve 
resources from any quadrant, one at a time, but when you enter another quadrant member 
of that colony they can pull your flag.  

Alien Pit 
Aliens stay in the alien pit. If you are touched by an alien you must go to jail to be revived. 
(Jail is as good a place as any to be revived… They have nurses!) 



The Space Police: 
The Space Police are very disappointed in the way the humans and aliens are getting along. 
Throughout the game, they may tax the groups for protection services. Space police can pull 
flags in any quadrant. 

Groups may also impress the space police with artistic works, such as a shelter, or drawings, 
or songs, or dances, or cheers, etc. Groups that please the space police in these ways may be 
exempt from taxation! Space police may also give you a task you must complete or be 
penalized before their next visit. 

ROLES 

THE ARMS DEALER  
Dress as an angry tough grandma from the future 

There is an old female alien who has a space ship, but no way to fly it without fuel. She can’t go get it 
herself because there are very dangerous rogue aliens guarding the fuel, but she will exchange her 
noodles in exchange for 10 pieces of rocket fuel (popsicle sticks). 

The arms dealer tells each camper she sells noodles to that. “The noodles are the only weapon against 
the Space Police. If a member of the Space Police is hit with a noodle they must put their hands behind 
their back for 30 seconds (they may still run, but can not pull flags and must drop all resources) If a 
member of the Space Police is hit will noodles of all 4 colors in 30 seconds they are destroyed and must 
leave the game.” 

If all the Space Police are destroyed all teams win. This is not to revealed by any counselors or members 
of the Space Police. The arms dealer will make this clear when as campers start to ask about it.  

As the arms dealer campers will arrive to you very unaware of what your role is. You will explain to them 
that you have the only weapon that can work against the pesky Space Police, but only for a price. You 
want rocket fuel (popsicle sticks) to get of this rock, 10 popsicle sticks for a noodle. . Campers can find 
rocket fuel in the alien pit, but be careful because if they are even touched by an alien then must go to 
jail to be revived. 

As the arms dealer you must make sure to each team only one color of noodle and let each camper know 
how the noodles can be used against the Space Police. Wait to explain that if all the Space Police are 
destroyed all teams win until either a camper starts to talk about it (then direct other campers to them) 
or until about three quarters of your noodles are gone. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 



THE SPACE POLICE 
Dress in black with sun glasses 

The Space Police are very disappointed in the way the humans and aliens are getting along. Throughout 
the game, they may tax the group for protection services. If not, they will sell food and water to the 
group in exchange for Frisbees. They are a heavy handed group that is constantly playing sides against 
each other. They may take sides to protect different quadrants. Space police can pull flags in any 
quadrant. 

Groups may also impress the space police with artistic works, such as a shelter, or drawings, or songs, 
or dances, or cheers, etc. Groups that please the space police in these ways may be exempt from 
taxation! Space police may also give you a task you must complete or be penalized before their next 
visit. 

If your group is being invaded, you can call on a member of the space police to come and help assist you. 
They will pull flags from the invaders. Of course for a price. “We must all do our part” 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

TEAM CAPTAINS  
Dress in your teams color 

As the team captain your role is to get your team fired up and excited. The key to this game is letting the 
campers take the lead and discover the different win conditions. Do not explain how to destroy Space 
Police or truces. As campers start to discover different rules and aspects of the game feel free to help 
them, but let them be the main character of the game.  

At the beginning of the game you do 5 things:  
 1) Give each member of your team a flag and explain how they work  
  If you enter another quadrant you can have your flag pulled.  
  If your flag is pulled you go to jail, 
  When other teams are in your quadrant you can pull their flags 
  After a flag is pulled give it back 
  Please keep flags able to be pulled  
 2) Explain that you know a way off this planet. If we can gather 30 space bucks (frisbees) and 30   
 food (tennis balls) and put them in your hula hoops you can buy your way off the planet 
 3) When gathering resources you can only carry 1 at a time 
 4) Campers must remain 10 feat from their hula hoops when guarding them 
 5) Mention that there is an old lady arms dealer about, but you don't know much     
 about  her.  

Teams may choose to form truces with other groups. It’s done by team captains and half of each team 
shaking hands. If any member of the team disagrees than no truce can be formed. At that point, no one 
can take flags or goods from the other group. If the sum of the two teams resources is equal to 60 space 
bucks and 60 food those teams win. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 



ALIENS 
Dress in green and look like monster like aliens 

Aliens stay in the alien pit. Campers will come trying to get rocket fuel (popsicle sticks). You don’t like 
campers coming in to your pit and will get angry and try to touch them. If you touch them they must go 
to jail to be revived. (Jail is as good a place as any to be revived… They have nurses!) While you do get 
angry when campers enter your pit you also get sluggish after attacks and move slowly for a time, before 
regaining your energy and quickly attacking more campers. The point is for campers to be able to get 
popsicle sticks if they want them but also to have fun running from you or trying to trick you.  

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

SETUP 
For 100 campers adjust like a recipe 

Terrain 
This game can be played in any open-ish area where campers can run and jump. We played it in a section 
of the woods that have very little bush, but was still tree covered. Would also work great on any open 
field. Area should be about the size of football field. 

Supplies 
 150 Tennis Balls (food) 
 50 Frisbees (space bucks) 
 50 Noodles (weapon against the space police) 
 500 Popsicle Sticks (rocket fuel) 
 1 Jail Sign 
 8 Hula Hoops (resource containers) 
 40 Cones (dividers) 
 120 Flags or cut up sheets (4 different colors, one color for each team) 

Setup 
 Using about half the cones create 4 equal sized quadrants. 
 Then place the noodles at the arms dealer location between two quadrants 
 With 8 cones create the alien pit about 20 feet by 20 feet 
 With 8 cones create the jail and put the jail sign 
 Spread out the popsicle sticks in the alien pit as evenly as possible 
 Spread out the tennis balls and frisbees in the rest of the playing area (not the jail or the alien pit)   
 as evenly as possible 
 Place 2 hula hoops in the furthest corner of each quadrant from the center


